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Four renowned flower artists show how to paint beautiful paintings in watercolour and acrylics, and

there are free pull-out outlines so that you can bypass the drawing stage. Wendy Tait uses

transparent watercolour washes and luminous, glowing colours; Fiona Peart allows vibrant washes

to run into each other in a spontaneous yet controlled way; Michael Lakin paints beautiful, detailed

botanical studies; and Wendy Jelbert uses acrylics to paint lovely, varied flower studies. Learn to

paint tulips, irises, poppies, sunflowers, roses and much more.
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"It includes 15 step-by-step projects printed with full-size drawings for each of them. All you have to

do is pull out the outline provided and trace the drawing onto your chosen paper. You're then ready

to paint!" Ã¢â‚¬â€•Leisure Painter (April 2012)

Wendy Jelbert is a teacher and a professional artist who works with pastels, oils, acrylics, inks, and

watercolors. She is the author of several books, including "Ready to Paint: ""Flowers in Acrylics."

Michael Lakin is an art instructor who specializes in botanical art. He is the author of "Ready to

Paint: Botanical Flowers." Fiona Peart is a professional artist who specializes in watercolor and

drawing techniques. She is the author of "Ready to Paint: Vibrant Flowers." Wendy Taitis an artist,

greeting-card designer, and watercolor painting instructor. She is the author of "Ready to Paint:



Watercolour Flowers."

Excellent

Just what I wanted. Too old to learn to draw so being able to trace is great. The florals included

provide a wonderful variety and different levels of styles and techniques. I ordered 2 more books in

the series.

Really great book that helps one to make really beautiful water color paintings with little prior

experience. Highly recommend this book.

It's a great fun and easy book. You don't have to be an expert to have an expert looking painting.

This is not botanical painting. It's more 'free'.

Arrived on time and in perfect condition. Nice colors in book, traceable flowers are the correct size

and it is overall an OK book. I can't draw, but I can paint, so this book is the right one for me. Book

is good to add to collection of art books.

For a beginning painter this book offers clear instructions and good variety. Having tracings

available helps develop confidence that finished painting will be good. Helps develop skills

Great Watercolor Book. I love it! Prompt shipping. Thank you so much. :-)

Great fun to do!
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